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GUIDE: Carpet Extraction

PROCEDURE

1. PREPARATION
Remove all obstructions from the area to be cleaned. If possible, remove the furniture.
Vacuum the area prior to cleaning with an extractor.
Assemble all the equipment and supplies and take them to the area to be cleaned. Fill solution
tanks or portable buckets and add the properly measured S teamy extraction solution to the water.         
  Pre spot and pre spray. The purpose of pre spray is to provide time for chemical to 
  emulsify greasy soil. This function is performed with a solution of Pre Spray chemical 
  or Steamy diluted as per label directions. Fill spray, pump to pressure and spray surface.

  
  2. CARPET EXTRACTION PROCEDURE 
  Move carpet extractor machine to area to be cleaned.
  Place the vacuum tool on the carpet.
  Turn the pump/sprayer and vacuum switches to the “on” position.
  Move the machine at a gradual, steady pace. Be sure that the pick-up tool is moving while the pump
  and sprayer are on.
  When you have made a complete pass over the area to be cleaned, turn o�
  the pump/sprayer. Continue to pick up with the vacuum shoe until you have
  extracted the area between the sprayer nozzles and the vacuum shoe (this
  space varies from machine to machine).
  Repeat this procedure on the next section of carpet. Be sure to overlap
  2 or 3 inches on each pass.
  When the area is clean, allow the carpet to dry before replacing furniture.
  Wet carpet can cause rust and indentations from furniture. Air Mover
  Machines speed drying times considerably. Also foil or cardboard squares
  may be used under the legs of furniture if the room must be put back in
  service before the carpet is dry.

3. CLEAN UP
Empty all unclean solution from the extractor tanks. Thoroughly �ush out and rinse both tanks.
Wash recovery tanks until there is no soil residue remaining inside. Wipe with a clean, lint free wiper.
Repeat this procedure in the clean solution tank. Run clean solution through all vacuum hoses before transporting them to otherareas. 
Thoroughly wash and wipe all domes and lids. Wash and wipe the vacuum shoe and spray nozzle area.
Remove the dirt, fuzz and lint, clean the outsideof the machine before the machine is moved to other areas. 
In order to control cross-infection, hands should be washed after performing cleaning duties.

PURPOSE:

To deep clean embedded soil and preserve an attractive carpet.

PRODUCT TO USE:   Peerless Steamy Carpet Extraction Shampoo
    Chemical is not hazardous see MSDS

 Always ensure that all safety requirements are in place before commencing work 
 and where required all personal safety equipment is available and worn by cleaning technicians.


